“There are two kinds of people in life: those who watch things happen and those who make things happen. Here at Zenon, we make things happen.”

Zenon Zielke (Founder)
ABOUT US

Our company, based in Northern Poland, was founded by Zenon Zielke in 2001.

A family business at heart, we have grown from a small manufacturing company to an international manufacturer and supplier, employing a local, highly skilled and dedicated workforce.

At Zenon, we regularly look for innovative ways to produce the best quality whilst maintaining the values of traditional craftsmen.

We have always invested in state of the art machinery and expanded our product range without compromising on quality, attention to detail or production time.

The popularity of our excellent product range allows buyers from around the world the opportunity to buy flooring that will suit each individual taste.

PRINCIPLES, PRIDE & PASSION

- Honouring the tradition and passion passed down by our founder; a vision to manufacture European wood flooring of unsurpassable quality and to build loyal, long lasting relationships with all of our clients.
- Employing an extremely skilled workforce and training them to the highest standards.
- Involving our craftsmen, who possess time served experience, in our training programme which prepares our team for the future.
- Investing in state of the art equipment which insures efficiency and precision and provides our customers with the finest product.
- Proud in the knowledge that we are continuously developing and maintaining the highest standards in our entire product range.
- Committed to delivering customer satisfaction with our product and service.
- Valuing every client’s feedback; to respond positively and make changes accordingly.
- Trust and belief in our product; to drive the company forward and to create a lasting legacy for generations.
Forest Stewardship Council®

The FSC® promotes environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically viable management of the world’s forests. Being FSC certified shows that you comply with the highest social and environmental standards on the market. This certification ensures that the timber is sourced from forests that meet the specific requirements and standards as set out by the FSC. ZENON operates in accordance with generally accepted FSC rules, which confirm that the products with an international FSC label are made out of raw material from a certified forest.

Even if you don’t know what the FSC logo represents, you have probably seen the label on thousands of wood and wood-based products in your everyday life. So who are the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and what do they actually do?

Founded in 1993, the FSC is an international organisation dedicated to encouraging responsible management of the world’s forests. Over the last twenty years the organisation has grown to certify over 155 million hectares of forests in over 80 countries. In this short time, the FSC tree logo has become an international symbol of trust for businesses looking to source environmentally responsible timber around the globe.

At ZENON we have been producing FSC certified products since 2005. ZENON FSC certified products are manufactured and distributed under licence number FSC-C003325.

For more information on FSC, please visit www.fsc.org
GRADING EXPLAINED

- Grain is a variation of straight grain and medullary rays on boards.
- Colour fairly uniform.
- Flat Sawn.
- No sap allowed.
- Occasional healthy pin knots up to max 3/8".
- No cracks allowed.
NATURE
LIGHT CHARACTER

GRADING EXPLAINED

- Grain is straight with natural grain variation allowed.
- Flat Sawn.
- No sap allowed.
- Healthy sound knots allowed up to 1 ¾".
- Black knots allowed up to ¾".
- No cracks allowed.
CLASSIC
CHARACTER

GRADING EXPLAINED

- Grain can be straight and wavy.
- Natural colour variations.
- Flat Sawn.
- Kissing sap allowance 5-10%.
- Sound, healthy knots up to 2 ¼” – 2 ⅛”.
- Knots filled, all knots are small and not open.
- Black knots up to 1 ¼”.
- End cracks allowed up to 3 7/8”.
- Kissing Heart allowed.
COMMERCIAL

The durability of our products is ideal for commercial projects not only in appearance but also in quality too.
Here at ZENON nothing matters more than ensuring we fulfill the individual expectations of our clients needs so they always feel at home.
At ZENON we work closely with our customers to ensure all Retail projects can sustain a high volume of traffic over a long period of time.
Zenon prides itself on its ability to work closely with Architects and Designers within the hospitality industry to ensure all projects are completed to the highest standard.
ENGINEERED WOOD FLOORING
ENGINEERED FOR YOU!

EUROPEAN WHITE OAK

AVAILABLE WIDTHS:
5" 1/8"
7"
8" 5/8"
10" 1/4"
12"

THICKNESS:
3/4" - 1/4" SOLID TOP LAYER
5/8" - 5/32" SOLID TOP LAYER

RANDOM LENGTH: 2' TO 10'
AVERAGE LENGTH: APPROX 6' - 7'

ZENON offers square edge and bevelled flooring, including 2 and 4 sided bevel. Square edge flooring will produce a clean and contemporary look in your space. 2 sided bevel is the most traditional option, both 2 and 4 sided bevelled flooring highlights each individual board.

All ZENON packaging contains random length boards to create a truly transitional and natural effect in any environment.

Depending on the requested type of flooring, the boards can range from 2' - 10' in length. Please contact us for any additional information required.

Tongue and groove is used in high quality wood flooring and ensures that the floor is fitted correctly, creating a more stable and level floor which is easier to fit.

CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. GO TO ZENONFLOORS.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
Get to know us.

Boots on the Ground

ZENON is proud to introduce our American Representatives now operational from the US. Their role is to help us find the best long term partners as well as assisting in day to day business to help create a seamless transition from Europe to the US.

Christopher Zizza
US Director (Boston based)
chriszizza@zenonfloors.com
tel +1 508 341 92 91

Charles Dougherty
US Sales Representative (Texas based)
charlesdougherty@zenonfloors.com
+1 713 446 87 24

Ewa Ludwikowska
Customer Service and Logistics Specialist
ewaludwikowska@zenonfloors.pl
+48 660 533 938

Agata Marchlewiska
Administration and Investment Specialist
agatamarchlewiska@zenonfloors.com
+48 733 020 394

Daria Byrcz
Reception
dariabyrcz@zenonfloors.com
+48 52 398 23 47
It’s an honour to be able to carry on the tradition of “making things happen” in my Father’s name.

James Zielke (President of Zenon)